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жой народ. Немецкий язык выступает не только 
средст вом общения, но и отображением националь-
ной культуры, носителем определенного сознания. 
В языке проявляется национально-культурная спе-
цифика народа, в нем зафиксирована, по сути, его 
история. Обращение к языку, культуре и быту дру-
гой страны (Германии) способствует формирова-

нию поликультурной личности. Через немецкий 
язык учащиеся приобщаются к иной культуре и 
учатся адекватно ее воспринимать. Хочется наде-
яться, что понятие «чужой» у наших воспитанни-
ков никогда не будет ассоциироваться с понятием 
враждебный.

It is necessary to distinguish between Native- and 
Nonnative-English-speaking teachers but at the same 
time teaching credentials should be required of all 
English teachers, regardless of their native language. 
This would shift the emphasis in hiring from who the 
job candidates are (i.e., native or nonnative speakers of 
English) to what they are (i.e., qualified English teach-
ers) and allow for more democratic employment prac-
tices. Especially taking into account that this situation 
is a norm in American practice where even a PhD may 
be denied the position of an elementary school teacher 
if he had not passed a special professional exam for 
teachers designed for that type of school. This should 
be taken into consideration in Russia as well. The 
problem is that almost anybody, from the USA or Eng-
land are believed to be natural teachers. Pedagogy 
seems not to matter.

There exists a created myth that the ideal teacher of 
English is a native speaker. Someone who can talk 
about odd British sayings, what Americans eat for 
breakfast, differences between UK regional accents; 
things a native speaker will know instinctively, things a 
non-native speaker may not.

There is no doubt that native speakers of a language 
have a feel for its nuances, are comfortable using its 
idiomatic expressions, and speak it fluently. However, 
people do not become qualified to teach English mere-
ly because it is their mother tongue.

There are many ways in which nonnative teachers 
are at an advantage in teaching English.

Phillipson [1, pp. 23-30] considers non-native 
English speaking teachers (NNESTs) to be potential-
ly the ideal ESL teachers because they have gone 
through the process of acquiring English as an addi-
tional language. They have first-hand experience in 
learning and using a second language, and their per-
sonal experience has made them sensitive to the lin-
guistic and cultural needs of their students. Many 
NNESTs, especially those who have the same first 

language as their students, have developed a keen 
awareness of the differences between English and 
their students’ mother tongue. This sensitivity gives 
them the ability to anticipate their students’ linguistic 
problems. Teachers who share the same language and 
cultural background as their students have an advan-
tage: they display an acute sensitivity to their stu-
dents’ needs and are better able to develop an effec-
tive curriculum and pedagogy.

Native speakers are found to agree more with the 
superiority of the native speaking teacher and to have 
more confidence in using the English language and 
teaching about culture. Conversely, non-native speak-
ing teachers report to having better relations with their 
students and to feeling more confident in using the lo-
cal language to facilitate teaching.

The issue of accent can also be the cause of giving 
preference to native English speaking teachers (NESTs). 
Teachers with nonnative accents are perceived as less 
qualified and less effective and are compared unfavor-
ably with their native-English-speaking colleagues. 

This study is aimed to answer a number of ques-
tions:

– Are native speaker teachers automatically the best 
teachers of a language? 

– Just because you speak a language naturally, does 
that mean you can teach it? 

– Or does the process of learning a language to a 
high level of fluency make non-native speaker teachers 
far better equipped to teach that language?

The research was made in the Internet to help find 
the answers to the above-listed questions. An ambig-
uous statement was brought to a vote whether native 
speakers make the best teachers. There were sug-
gested five variants to state a point of view. The re-
spondents decided whether they were completely or 
partly agree/disagree or they didn’t have any opin-
ion. The following table shows the results of the 
vote:
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Native speakers make the best teachers
1. I totally agree 15 %
2. I agree somewhat 29 %
3. I disagree somewhat 28 %
4. I totally disagree 24 %
5. I don’t know 4 %
              Total votes: 540

29 % of the respondents partly agreed that native 
speakers make the best teachers, but at the same time 
28 % of the participants disagreed with this statement. 
The results of this study demonstrate the ineffective-
ness of teacher classification according to the single 
criterion of birth. There are good and bad teachers, both 
native and non-native, and to lump all of them together 
on the grounds of what their native language is, over-
simplifies a complex issue; it’s just one of many factors 
involved.

This debate can not be discussed only in terms of 
native/non-native,  but trained versus untrained as well. 
In our practice we often talk about native English 
speaking teachers without mentioning the fact that they 
are not trained to teach. Unfortunately, the EFL world 
is often filled with people whose only teaching qualifi-
cation is that they know the English language. This is 
clearly not enough. A well-trained, well-educated 
teacher will always be the best, whatever his/her native 
language may be. A non-native who has gone through 
teacher training and has a good command of English is 
better than a native who has no idea of how to teach, or 
even any idea of how the language functions, and just 
speaks English as his own language. Teaching is a dif-
ferent job than speaking.

English is a big business now. So to attract students, 
a foreign face is usually more important than a quali-
fied teacher. 

Nevertheless, we should not deny the possibility of 
using native speakers in the teaching practice as advis-
ers to nonnative English teachers. Native speakers have 
the advantage of completely internalized structures and 
syntax, as well as slang, buzzwords, vocabulary that is 
in constant use. Some native speakers are indispens-
able in teaching pronunciation that is in use, correct 
vowel sounds, stress, rhythm and intonation. The Eng-
lish of nonnative speaking teachers is excellent in some 
regards but often not in pronunciation, vocabulary or 
cultural references. Students need to learn these Eng-
lish components from the purest, most natural sources. 
Non-native speakers cannot know all of the elements 
native teachers do. Ideally, students need to learn from 
both native male and female teachers with accentless 
voices who have studied intensive English grammar.

For beginners, presumably a non-native teacher 
with appropriate education in EFL seems to be better 
than a native one because he knows the language of his 

students; he is more likely to solve most of the prob-
lems faced by students. On the other hand, a native 
teacher would be much more suitable for advance-lev-
el students since s/he seemingly has more knowledge 
and experience over the language and culture being 
taught.

Many students nowadays don’t want and don’t need 
perfect grammar and perfect understanding of the rules 
of English but do need to make themselves understood 
and gain confidence in speaking with native speakers.  
English speaking clubs are of a great help to those who 
want to improve English in terms of speaking. Such 
clubs are hosted by native speakers and it can be suc-
cessful only on condition that a native speaker is a host, 
leader of the discussion or any other activities held at 
the club meetings.

Teachers of English have been accustomed to teach-
ing English by telling students the uses of new words, 
expressions and grammar points, and by asking stu-
dents to recite or memorize something, so a native 
speaker as a guest at a class can bring something new 
and interesting into the process of teaching.

In business English we all need to review our jargon 
and keep up to date with trends in the fast developing 
language of the office, and sometimes it is rather diffi-
cult without a native speaker.

However, many native English speakers are suc-
cessful teachers of English. The reasons for their suc-
cess may be summarized as follows:

1. A native English speaker himself is foreign, new 
and different and thus interesting in every way to the 
student.

2. S/he is the best model set for the students to learn 
the language s/he speaks and the culture s/he comes 
from.

3. S/he gives the students a natural language envi-
ronment as well as a chance to talk with a native speak-
er, which gives them a feeling of achievement.

4. S/he can talk about his/her country, his/her life 
and everything that is new and interesting. So the stu-
dents are interested in what he/she talks about.

5. S/he is good at teaching, which is both a science 
and an art.

6. S/he is able to notice those useless, less-than-ef-
fective things in the textbook. Instead, they would talk 
about something useful, everyday affairs or current 
news, through which the students feel that they have 
acquired the ability to talk about them too.

What comprises a good teacher? Both native and 
non-native English speaking teachers have certain in-
trinsic advantages and disadvantages but it depends on 
the personality and their abilities. 

A good teacher is one who: knows the subject; is 
willing to share the knowledge; loves the job; is always 
ready for the unexpected; has plenty of patience. A 
more detailed analysis should be conducted in order to 
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evaluate a teacher. We need to take into consideration 
the following items:

– Language Proficiency: the teacher’s ability to un-
derstand, speak, read and write English; accuracy in 
pronunciation; knowledge of foreign customs, culture 
and cross-cultural communication; linguistics and the 
essence of language acquisition; and his/her ability to 
initiate, to sustain, and to close basic communicative 
tasks in an appropriate way. 

– Teaching Effectiveness: the teacher’s ability to 
prepare a lesson plan focusing on the teaching aim and 
to work towards the aim with certain teaching strate-
gies. 

– Presentation of Foreign Culture: the teacher 
should bear an open attitude towards foreign culture, 
share with students how foreign culture differs from 
his/her own. 

– Classroom Management: the teacher’s ability to 
be clear in the classroom and to change modes of pre-
sentation and types of questions. The teacher is also 
supposed to be able to engage students in the learning 
process, to provide opportunities for feedback and to 
use group and individual activities. 

– Psychological Elements and Personality: the 
teacher should have patience, confidence, imagination, 
enthusiasm, humor and creativity. S/he should be 
friendly, sympathetic and on good terms with the stu-
dents, and have an affirmative attitude towards the stu-
dents and encourage them if necessary.

Nationality is not an issue. A good teacher must 
have a love of language and a continuing interest in 
improving one’s own language performance. If the 

non-native teacher makes an error once in a while, it 
doesn’t matter – more importantly, it’s valuable to stu-
dents to see that teacher isn’t always 100 % correct and 
that teacher can deal with his/ her fallibility.

Being a native speaker of English may certainly be 
an advantage for those who want to be teachers, but not 
all of the native speakers can be teachers. One needs 
more than vocabulary or pronunciation or even gram-
mar to bring the student to a high performance in the 
use of the language. This is called a well trained teach-
er with natural gifts to teach. Not only what s/he teach-
es but also how s/he teaches the student to manage with 
high proficiency in English is important.

A native teacher is better if s/he knows both her/his 
language and the language of the people being taught. 
If not, there might be some misunderstandings and 
some lackness on the students part. The pedagogical 
preparation and an appropriate approach to the teach-
ing-learning process is what determines whether a 
teacher is good or not regardless of being or not being 
a native speaker. 

At some universities, native and nonnative English 
speaking teachers collaborate with each other, focusing 
on and sharing their particular strengths. By sharing 
their strengths and insights from their various linguis-
tic, cultural, and educational backgrounds, the teachers 
find that they benefit as individuals and grow profes-
sionally. Universities should develop innovative cur-
ricula in teacher training programs. Collaborative ef-
forts between native- and nonnative-English-speaking 
teachers help to recognize their position as equal part-
ners in the field of English language teaching.
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Проблема обучения межкультурной коммуни-
кации вызывает самые разнообразные дискуссии. 
Однако, как бы они ни отличались друг от друга, в 
них подчеркивается настоятельная необходимость 
активного общения людей разных стран, культур, 
вероисповеданий, т.е. очевиден тот факт, что чело-
веческое сообщество развивается по пути расши-
рения взаимосвязи различных стран, народов и 
культур. 

Сила людей – в их универсальности, но даже об-
щие универсальные понятия, такие как «рожде-
ние», «смерть», «семья» и др., воспринимаются но-
сителями разных культур по-разному, так как наро-
ды подсознательно находятся под влиянием культу-
ры воспитания своего социума. 

Успешное осуществление межкультурной ком-
муникации осложняет такие трудности, как язык, 
невербальные знаки и символы, наличие сложив-
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